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Comprehensive Talent Strategy and Technology Drive
Business Innovation and Higher Financial Performance!
This isn’t your father’s HR organization
By Victor Assad

When I began to write about HR after a successful career as an HR leader, a colleague of mine who has
run one of the top 20 executive search firms in the San Francisco Bay Area, told me that the difficulty
with talent management strategy is that no one knows what it is. They come to an executive search
firm, he explained, when they need to find a new executive. It is very straight forward. With talent
management, it sounds mysterious and complicated.
I smiled, and agreed. When clients call me, I told him, they never say I need talent strategies. They say I
need to improve my recruiting. Or, I need to reduce my company’s employee turnover. Or, my company
needs to become more innovative. Or does this HR technology really work? Or they simply say, I need to
upgrade my human resources policies and practices.
They are asking me to help them with the symptom, such as turnover. The problem is the system is not
fixed with just doing one thing.
When you look at recruiting, for example, getting a new third-party search firm, or hiring more
recruiters usually by itself doesn’t improve recruiting. The problem is usually more complicated. In many
cases, other factors are causing potential candidates not to apply for the company’s jobs. It could be the
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company has a poor reputation as an employer among its own employees, which today can quickly
manifest itself on the internet with Glass Door. Or, it may be their job openings are paying significantly
below the market rate.
Having a reputation as a bad employer is not remedied by hiring more recruiters. Companies need to
identify the areas that frustrate their current employees and how their company is viewed among
potential hires, and work to make changes. It isn’t remedied in 30 days.
The first step is to improve recruiting, employee retention or to better energize the workforce is to
diagnose the reasons for the symptom. The diagnosis can be made by very rapidly with validated and
reliable surveys, sensing sessions with employees, third-party exit interviews, checking on various
human resources and workforce metrics—where they exist—or even by reading Glass Door.
What the diagnosis uncovers as the underlying causes, the solution usually requires more than one or
two quick fixes. They require a comprehensive set of talent strategies.
Here is my straight forward definition of talent strategy:
Talent strategy is an integrated set of human capital (or if you prefer workplace) strategies to
attract, align, motivate, engage, recognize and develop the talent you need to execute your
organization’s strategies. Talent strategy works best when it ties directly to the mission, culture
and business strategies of each enterprise. When this occurs, the company can see dramatic
and sustainable improvement in business results and shareholder equity.
But here is the kicker: talent strategy is measurable and manageable. It is as measurable and
manageable as the company’s working capital or sales and marketing strategy. When a company’s
leaders are serious about having a grand talent strategy, their revenues and profits increase.
That talent strategy is measurable and manageable has never been truer. Today’s human resources
legacy enterprise management systems and apps have the capability to collect important measures on
the effectiveness and innovation of the leadership, teams, company branding and the workforce like
never before.
Not just data like how long it takes the company to fill open job requisitions or annual employee
turnover, but predictive measures that help you understand if your crucial talent strategy processes are
going to succeed on time and enable the business to execute its business strategies.
You can manage what you can measure. You can manage the culture, effectiveness, and innovation of
your workforce and tap that special human quality of discretionary effort and innovation which
separates the leaders from the rest.
This paper will be about how to do that. What works and what doesn’t work in talent strategy and its
various components such as branding, recruiting, onboarding, ongoing learning, performance
management, inspiring innovation, recognition and succession planning.
As the definition implies, there is no single winning talent strategy. What works for Google with
recruiting software engineers, may not work for Duke Energy, and the heavy regulations it faces in
today’s fast-changing energy business. Each organization must put in place the talent strategy that
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enables the organization’s purpose and business strategies, and considers the wants of its current and
future customers, regulations, innovation, competitors, and finally its workforce.
Human Resources should lead the development of talent strategy. To be the chief architect of talent
strategy human resources executives need to think like a business person and an economist.
Unfortunately, too many human resources executives are too comfortable in the safe, and sometimes
the self-imposed box of human resources administration and transactions. The administration of payroll,
legal compliance, recruiting, performance management, pay and benefits are essential for successful
operations of the business. If not done well, it will prevent the company from finding, hiring and
motivating the needed talent to execute its business strategies.
Executing these processes well, however, is only elementary for the human resources function.
I have learned in my career, that the human resources executive who masterfully leads and manages
these elementary human resources function gains credibility with the executive team and the workforce.
With this credibility, smart and courageous human resources leaders can further advise the business
leaders on how to excel with winning talent strategies. They can break out of the box and begin to
bridge the pieces of the external environment that impacts the business and its many diverse functions,
subcultures and layers that must come together to excel in the marketplace.
With all the predictive talent models, scientific research, digital technology, artificial intelligence, and
data now available, human resources have the tools not only to help the enterprise execute on its
business strategies, but to shape them.
Many organizations treat the various functions of human resources almost like separate operations.
Recruiting, for example, has no connections with onboarding or learning systems. Performance
management is something done once a year and with little thought to skill and career development, or
to gathering data on who are the organization’s best employees, and why.
Organizations which learn to shape their human resources capabilities into powerful talent strategies,
backed by predictable models, data, and technology, not only do better at recruiting and retaining their
highest performers, they improve the organization’s ability to align to purpose, implement strategy,
change, innovate, and drive higher financial returns.
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Empirical Evidence that shows Integrated Talent Strategy Leads to Better
Business Results and Improved Financial Performance
Comprehensive talent strategy provides the company better business outcomes and the shareholders
higher returns.
Let’s look at the evidence. And there is tons of it.
Based on the research of McKinsey and Company, in the book, The War for Talent, well-run talent
management systems improve the bottom line and are the critical driver of corporate performance.
Their research was based on surveys of 13,000 executives at more than 120 companies and case studies
at 27 leading talent management companies between 1997 and 2000. McKinsey and Company reported
the following:
The companies that scored in the top quintile of our talent management index earned, on
average, twenty-two percent higher returns to shareholders than their industry
peers. The companies that scored in the bottom quintile earned no more than their peers.
Certainly, many factors other than talent management are driving return to shareholders, but
data provide compelling evidence that better talent management results in better performance.i
These are powerful numbers. McKinsey wrote its study in the heyday of the roaring economy of the
1990s when labor was in high demand, and there was intense competition to win “the war for talent.”
Their report continued:
Talented people want the big money and all the perks. More importantly, though, they want to
feel passionate about their work, excited about their jobs, enriched by their career
opportunities, uplifted by the company’s leaders, assured by the depth of its management, and
inspired by its sense of mission. They’ll work hard but they want to be fulfilled. If they’re not
fulfilled, they’ll be inclined to leave.
There are other studies which show the strong relationship between investing in strong talent
management practices and building organizational capability and top-level financial performance.
An analysis by Greg Filbeck and Diane Preece in the Journal of Business Finance and Accounting found
that portfolios investing in Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work for in America had higher riskadjusted returns that the Standard and Poor’s 500 over the period 1999-2005. They discovered that
these firms also had higher price/book ratios. Investing in the top 25 of the Fortune 100 Best
outperformed the remaining firms in five of the seven years studied.ii
The Hackett Group found that companies with more mature talent management capabilities reap strong
bottom-line benefits, including earnings that are 18% higher than typical Global 1000 companies. These
stronger earnings generated an additional $673 million in additional EBITDA earnings for a typical Global
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1000 company (with $26.38 billion in revenue). The Hackett Group study examined the performance of
more than 60 companies over a three-year period. They also learned that in addition to higher earnings,
leaders saw significantly improved net profit margin and greater return on equity and assets.
The human resources research firm Bersin by Deloitte has developed a four-level talent management
maturity model, shown at right. At the highest level (level 4) human resources is integrated part of the
business strategy. Human resources helps to drive business decisions through people, data and insights,
and business and human resources systems are integrated and advanced.

Bersin reports that business that perform at level 4 generate 26% greater revenue per employee than
their peers. These companies have 40% lower turnover among their high-performers than their peers.
During the 2008 Great Recession they were 28% less likely to downsize.iii
These impressive results were achieved by creating an integrated set of talent management capabilities
aligned with their business and talent strategies. They carefully cultivated the appropriate organization
and culture, focused on developing the people-management skills of their supervisors and on employee
engagement practices. They also learned to effectively utilize technology to enable information access,
track talent management development and enable improved decision making. These companies also
benefited from increased overall employee engagement scores, faster recruiting cycle times, and
greater linkages of talent management to business strategy.iv
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Nearly 17 years after the publishing of The War for Talent, do
McKinsey and Company’s recommendations for talent management
still hold?
Yes, they do, but a lot has changed. Implementing McKinsey’s
recommendations today are by themselves not sufficient.
In the next few pages, I will review what it was like to work for a
company that followed McKinsey’s recommendations and then
outline what has changed since 2000 and what today’s talent
strategies need to incorporate.

McKinsey’s Recommendations
McKinsey’s prescription to win “the war for talent” was to “embrace
a talent mindset, craft a winning employee value proposition,
rebuild your recruiting strategy, weave development into your
organization and differentiate and affirm your people.” Most
importantly, executives and managers were to be active
participants in recruiting, developing and mentoring employees and
providing feedback. (Please see the box at right).
The companies they studied were mid-size to large firms in the
1990s. I worked in one of these companies, Honeywell (after Allied
Signal purchased Honeywell in 2001 and kept the Honeywell name).
Talent management was its passion, championed by its CEO Larry
Bossidy, learned from his days at General Electric.
Honeywell human resource leaders commonly said that Honeywell’s
talent management system was as important as strategic planning
and annual financial planning.
These companies followed McKinsey’s recommendations.
Honeywell, for example, had its executives take an active
participation in talent management. They showed up at Harvard
and Wharton to recruit MBA’s. They mentored “high potential”
MBA hires in their rotational programs. They had two high-level
talent review sessions each year. The first was to assess the
performance and potential of high potential leaders at each level of
the organization, from rotational program new grades to Presidents
and if they could succeed the current members of Larry Bossidy’s
staff. The second meeting was really an update on their
performance.
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McKinsey
Recommendations
1. CEOs and division presidents
take an active part in talent
management by being active
recruiters and mentors and
insisting on decisive talent
review sessions.
2. High potential employees
should be identified early,
have accelerated career paths
to bigger, more demanding
jobs and receive higher
compensation, at least 10%
higher.
3. Have a well-defined employee
brand which fits your mission,
culture and customer
marketing and attracts the
workforce you need to
succeed.
4. Insist on excellence with
recruiting, development and
performance management.
5. Reward great performance
with higher recognition, pay,
incentives and career
advancement.
6. Remove poor performers by
either moving them to jobs
they can do better, or by
exiting them from the
company.
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These meetings were significant events with the completion of “talent assessments” of each high
potential employee considered, with ratings on performance and company-wide leadership
competencies. Each presenting business and major function of the organization would also complete a
“9-grid” showing each leader performance and potential rating, and the amount of time until the person
was ready to be moved into the stretch assignment.
These meetings had a healthy discussion on whether the rating was justified or too lenient or harsh.
Often the same individual was rated by the business and separately by the function. So, if an engineer
was in the Allied Chemical business, he or she would be rated by both the business and the function. The
process called for reaching the same performance rating and ranking agreement before the meeting.
Often this was done, but sometimes the disagreement played out in the meetings, where higher level
officials would make the decision.
The high potentials were rewarded with higher salaries and stock options than other employees, as much
as 20 percent higher. This was a good practice, as research shows that your top 10% of the workforce
can drive 50% of your value. The trick is to identify them, keep them motivated and reward them
objectively. The down side of this is that many of these employees were from the best MBA schools in
the United States.
The downside of this is that many of these employees were from the best MBA schools in the United
States. They were told by their schools to demand the higher pay because they belonged to legacy
schools. They would require higher pay or threaten to leave, usually receiving it. But as we shall see,
graduating from Harvard or Duke doesn’t necessarily mean the talent will drive higher value.
The high potential employees were expected to be successful on their jobs meeting their goals every
quarter. If they failed to meet goals from two quarters in a row, they would be fired.
Honeywell’s talent management system moved their high potentials every 18 to 24 months across the
United States and across the world. After three moves every 18 months, many of them wanted off the
merry-go-round. The director of their high potential program told me that they would lose 70% of their
high potentials after three years. “How does that justify the costs”, I asked? Her terse response was that
they change they drove was worth it before they left.
My observation is that the cost of the turnover and the churn of the frequently changing leaders was not
good for the organization. Many employees became cynical of always receiving a new leader who
articulated a big vision, with huge stretch goals, and then would move off to the new assignment before
the implementation was finished. They someone knew came along with a new ‘big vision” and stretch
goals, and so on. Sometimes positions would remain open for several quarters in a role as third-party
search tried to find candidates. It looked rather like a mess.
Honeywell also struggled with its system to identify and reward the most valuable technical employees.
Engineers are, on average, a different sort than MBAs. They love the work first and little bureaucracy.
Recognition, rewards and money sometimes to their detriment come in second. If top management
becomes complacent with top level technical talent because they are slow to demand higher pay, they
run the risk of losing that talent to the competition.
In my view, Honeywell’s recruitment processes, except for the targeted schools, were poorly run and
expensive. Their model for recruiting was to keep the cost of human resources to 1% of revenue. But
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they achieved it with false means. By outsourcing recruiting to third-party search and charging the cost
directly to the business and functional units, not human resources they hid the costs. In this manner, a
huge chunk of human resources costs was not captured in the general and administrative line of the
balance sheet. It showed up under cost of goods sold in the businesses. Corporate human resources
and shareholder relations could boost about controlling costs. But they only kicked the costs into
another line item in the balance sheet.
Third party search is appropriate for hard to find skills and specialized searches, but doing it for all roles
is extraordinarily expensive and inefficient. Much more expensive than a smart internal recruiting teams
with great processes and applicant tracking tools. Many of the business leaders in the divisions realized
this and would fund recruiting teams for the local human resources department hiding the money in
non-human resources budgets. All this hiding of budgets should raise some one’s alarm about accurate
accounting.
During my tenure at Honeywell, after Allied Signal purchased the company, there were successive
rounds of outsourcing recruiting, as they continually tried to refine their expensive model. I was
contacted after I left Honeywell to come back to the company and lead another round of outsourcing
recruiting. I asked the third-party recruiter who contacted me what was left to outsource? He didn’t
know.
Honeywell’s training systems, like GE training systems, during this time were very good for the times.
While GE had the legacy Croatonville training center, Larry Bossidy put in place a beautiful training
center in Honeywell’s corporate headquarters in Morristown, New Jersey. Entry level and advanced
leadership training was offered and excellent training for its many functions, from supply chain to
finance. Being selected for these training sessions was a sign of management’s belief in an employee’s
potential and they also provided great insights.
Honeywell corporate human resources took the view, with Larry Bossidy’s support, that corporate
owned the top 2000 high potential employees and took ownership over their career progression,
rotations and who would stay and who would be invited to leave the organization.

These companies had strong talent strategies for the 1990s. But it had its flaws. The up or out
philosophy of Bossidy and Jack Welch of that day, while designed to drive relentless productivity
improvement and superior shareholder equity, led to annual layoffs of 10% of the workforce, high
turnover even among high performers, and sabotaged collaboration and innovation.

Fairchild’s “Fairchildren”
Meanwhile, a whole an emerging industry was taking the lessons of comprehensive talent strategies to
heart and devising their model to drive business success. The semiconductor and software industry in
“Silicon Valley” California created a new business model to attract, align, motivate and reward
employees.
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It started with Fairchild Semiconductor and spread with the many spin-offs of Fairchild, often called,
“Fairchildren.” Early Fairchild management applied a talent strategy to promote innovation. Their
strategy was to attract employees who would align with the company’s purpose. Organize relatively flat
organizations with little hierarchy. Promote informality and open communications by discarding formal
business attire, and closed office environments. They create new rules for transparent communications
on market and technological trends. They created new rules to reward employees with shares of stock.
These changes created an empowering and trusting environment where if you worked hard, was part of
the company’s innovation and success, you could retire at the age of 40 with millions of Fairchild stock.
Spinoffs from Fairchild included Litton, Varian, and Hewlett Packard, who also followed their new model
for talent strategyv. The model was further perfected by 1970s computer and software start-ups Apple
Computers and Microsoft, and by 1990 internet startups Yahoo and Google, and by 2000 social media
startups Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
What went with this organizational innovation model were the talent strategies to attract, align,
motivate, and retain the best employees.
Companies like Apple and Google also created sprawling campuses in Silicon Valley that look and felt like
college campuses. They offered free food, up to three meals a day, on-site laundry and organized
sporting teams from Volley Ball to Soccer and Basketball, designed to keep their teams of young, freshout-of-college new hires engaged at work and busy innovating and changing the world.
It worked. They companies changed the world of computers, software and how to search for
information on the internet. They created market caps to rival and even exceed the Dow Jones Industrial
Index companies of the day and thousands of millionaires of generations of young people by the time
they were 40.
The dark side of this is that for every Google, there are nine other companies whose innovation was not
endorsed by the market place. When they folded, their employees were laid off. But in the heyday of
these years, the teams of engineers were often snapped up quickly by other start-ups before their
severance benefits were completed.
If as an employee you had a high tolerance for risk and loved being innovative, these were great places
to work. If not, you were better off working for large corporations with established business models,
products, and services, that would have less disruption in the workplace.
The other dark side of this environment was the preference for young college graduates, who in this
high-tech sector were usually male. Forty-year-old software engineers were often passed over for not
having “the fire in their belly.” These industries have high diversity among Asian cultural groups such as
Indians, Chinese and Japanese but do not have high representation among traditional U.S. diversity
groups, such as Blacks and Hispanics, and among women.

If Fairchild’s model for the high technology computer industry are so
successful, why haven’t other companies adopted these cultures?
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The answer depends on the industry and factors such as the degree of government regulation, length of
the product lifecycle and innovation development cycle, requirements for quality and reliability,
hierarchy prestige and the culture itself.
Take the product life cycle. In the pharmaceutical industry, it can take ten years from the conception of
a new life saving drug to commercially launch the product after achieving the approval of the Federal
Drug Administration’s (FDA) approval.
The FDA has its own requirements to assure the public of the efficacy, safety and cost effectiveness of a
new drug with many regulatory hurdles. The clinical trials, alone, are a massive effort that often has a
control group and experimental group, up to 10,000 enrolled patients, and the tracking of these patients
for up to three years to test the drug’s effectiveness and safety. There are detailed medical and scientific
protocols which need to be followed. Pharmaceutical companies also need to have the approval of
dozens of approvals from the “FDA” of other companies, such as in Europe, China, India, Japan, South
Korea and Brazil.
The researchers who staff pharmaceuticals are highly educated. It includes medical doctors, PhDs in
various scientific and medical specialties. These professions have long standing and well-established
rituals, cultures, and traditions, which are not easily changed or broken. The prestige that comes with
these degrees is very important to the participants and are keenly guarded. Indeed, informality has
invaded the pharmaceutical industry, it is not to the degree of the computer and software industries.
The design protocols and testing are also developed with scientific rigor and the rigor of experimental
design. Each step and test result must be documented for later FDA approval. Rapid Design Thinking
sessions and soft product launches with expected imperfections to be corrected alter are not
appropriate when someone’s life depends on a pill to do exactly what it is designed and tested to do
without fail.
Other industries such as aerospace, automobile manufacturing, locomotives, power plants, banking, and
insurance have similar conditions for product life-cycle design, regulation, reliability, and quality. They
also have their own cultures, regulations, and rituals.
How do these companies implement talent strategies?
The same way every company should begin thinking about their talent strategies. Think first about what
strategies are needed for the business, for the success of its strategies, in its domain, and in its stage of
the business cycle.

The first step in developing your Talent Strategy is reviewing the
organization’s strategic business plan.
This includes reviewing market opportunities and threats, emerging technologies, new product plans,
financial goals and target areas for growth. Useful inputs include customer feedback and observations
by executives. Do your executives, for instance, look with envy on employee competencies of market
rivals? Are new workforce competencies or organizational capabilities required to meet the business
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strategies? It is vitally important to have a good pulse on the enterprise’s engagement with customers,
market opportunities and competitive threats so that the talent management strategy has business
relevance.

The second step is to look at the organization’s domain.
Above we discussed the different cultures of the software industry versus more regulated industry. This
is often a huge driver of culture. What are the development cycles of your industry? Is it measured in
months? Quarters? Years? Is the key talent drawn from formal university training such as scientists,
doctors, and engineers, or more from individuals who develop a knack for writing software or
entrepreneurs?
The work environment required will shape the culture and norms of the organization from where and
how you recruit talent to the type of office environment you set up, the dress code, and the
requirements for digital technology and latitude for teleworking.

The third step is to look at where your company is in the business cycle.
All domains have them: growth or retrenchment. Today’s face pace of change means constant
innovation and change but we haven’t, unfortunately, avoided business cycles.
Is your company ramping up for a new product or service launch, the implementation of a new business
model, the opportunity for an industry-changing acquisition? Or benefiting from new high customer
demand? Or is an economic or industry downturn requiring your company to cut costs and restructure
the organization away from less popular and profitable offerings to those with more promise?

The fourth step is to understand how digital technology and Artificial
Intelligence will improve and accelerate the company’s talent strategies,
from recruiting to succession planning, from soup to nuts.
Human Resources should also be the leader in integrating new work technologies among impacted
workers and work processes. When new technology is introduced, usually roles, required skills, and job
hierarchies change. The introduction of new technology can fail if these issues are not understood and
redefined.

Finally, this strategic work requires human resources leaders who are as
much business partners as the Chief Marketing Officer, Chief Finance
Officer and Chief if Information Technology.
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These HR leaders need to be comfortable with “the numbers” and can read an income and balance
statements.
These leaders must also think like an economist, and ask this question: How can the business benefit
from the many talent strategies, cultural development, and leadership models, that have empirical
evidence and predictive models, to align employees to business purpose and strategy, improve
efficiencies, performance and innovation?
This is the work of building bridges. It is outside of the necessary and basic work of HR administration
involved with administering payroll, legal and regulatory compliance, benefits, recruiting, performance
management and pay.

97% of the CEOs today rate innovation as the No. 1 priorityvi.
The secret to having highly innovative organizations is great talent strategies and dynamic, collaborative,
adaptive, and inclusive cultures of innovation.vii These CEOs’ need human resources leaders who are
their strategic partner for talent and organizational capability development—and to drive innovation.
There had never been a better time to be in Human Resources because of the many empirically based
predictive models to improve business outcomes, innovation, and financial performance As a Human
Resources leader, do you have the courage to use these models as the talent and organizational
capability partner with the CEO?

Why McKinsey’s Model Needs to Change
Much has changed since the hot economy of the 1990s and the year 2000 when McKinsey and Company
published its report, The War for Talent. The over speculation of the high-tech economy burst in the
dot.com bubble of March 2000. Companies like pet.com failed, while others saw a high loss in market
capitalization, such as Cisco, whose stock declined 86%.
With the hyper stimulation of the George W. Bush years, the US economy revived and roared along until
the overstimulation and lax regulation of banking and the mortgage industry caught up with economic
reality. Pop! The US real estate and banking recession of 2006.

The Great Recession
During the 2006-2008 financial and real estate crisis, unemployment soared to 10%. With high
unemployment, “the war for talent” cooled, as did employee turnover and wage increases. Many
companies walked away from the “big money and all the perks” described by McKinsey and Company
due to belt-tightening, their own fight for survival or their belief that fear of layoffs was enough to retain
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employees. Indeed, many executive teams had to hold multiple restructuring and layoffs and change
business models just to stay afloat.
Now, the U.S. economy has had a slow, steady, uneasy recovery for nine years, with unemployment
below 5% “the war for talent” has heated up. While Europe’s economy has improved since 2010, for
most of the economies of Europe, they still lag the real GDP performance of 2010.viii Global stock
markets have regained their losses and have reached new highs. Home values are rising again and have
even reached the highs of 2007. Worker shortages have emerged in the U.S., according to several
articles in Bloomberg Businessweekix:
Companies in cities across the U.S. are struggling to fill positions, with jobless rates in some
metropolitan areas below the 5.2% to 5.6% level the Federal Reserve regards as full
employment nationally. Competition for workers is prompting businesses to raise wages,
increase hours for current employees, add benefits and recruit from other regions.
Labor shortages exist in the United States for software engineering, programming, clinical research and
regulatory affairs, for CPAs, health care workers and the specialized trades of the construction industry.
A recent study by the Boston Consulting Group, highlighted in DCR Trendline, predicts that between
2020 and 2030, there will be a global labor shortage:
Of the four BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) as well as South Africa, only India and
South Africa will not experience a shortage of labor. While in 2020 many countries will have a
surplus, this will turn into a huge shortage by 2030.x
The article goes on to predict that Australia, South Korea, Germany, and Switzerland will have labor
shortages by 2020.

Demographic and Social Changes
In the last fifteen years, several key developments have impacted the global and
U.S. workforce: the emergence of the Millennials, the rise of women in the
developed world, accelerating diversity, continuing globalization and demands for
flexible work arrangements. These developments require rethinking how
companies go about talent management.
Let’s review these key developments one at a time and how they have affected the work environment.

Millennials.

Individuals born between 1982 and 2004 have changed politics and workplaces all over
the world. Many books and research papers have described the traits of Millennials, including
Millennials Rising: The Next Great Generationxi and a Pew Research Centerxii report. Millennials tend to
be more liberal than other generations at their age and less attached to organized politics and religion.
They are wary of large government institutions and big business, and they are more supportive of gay
rights and legalized marijuana. While Millennials are the highest formally educated generation in the
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U.S. and much of Western Europe, they prefer learning online. They are saddled with higher college
education debt and have faced higher unemployment rates than many other generations. As a result,
many Millennials have had to “boomerang” home to live with their parents.
At work, Millennials are “not chill” to large office bays and a nine-to-five, big company regiment. They
prefer working from home or wherever they are at the moment. Millennials love collaboration and
networks over hierarchical pyramids. They are a bit self-centered from their upbringing, once being
labeled “Trophy Kids” for earning sports trophies for participation as opposed to winning, and crave
recognition. Millennials are casual and want to work for companies that are honest and follow higher
ethical standards and show concern for the environment.
Millennials will reject the top of high potential development that I described early by Honeywell with 18month rotations. They want the development but more on their own terms.
A recruiter complained to me recently about Millennials, “I have so many Millennials who do not show
up for their interviews. Once they are hired, our managers have a hard time motivating them, and their
turnover is high. It’s not like when we were young.”
“Maybe it is,” I countered. I reminded her of the high turnover rate of Baby Boomers and Gen Xers in
their twenties. I offered to introduce her to hard working Millennials among my clients. As with any
generation, there are the hard workers and the not so hard workers.
My experience as an HR leader taught me that if you could keep a twenty-something employee of any
generation for two years, and certainly for five, you had a long-term employee. The trick was getting
over the two-year hurdle (which was usually achieved with competitive pay, ongoing training and career
development).
My point is that many of the traits pundits associate with generational differences are really traits of the
human life cycle. College students will experiment with alcohol, drugs, sex, and relationships regardless
of their generation. Employees in their twenties will be impatient for career advancement, want the
latest technology their age allows, be more idealistic and prone to impatience and turnover. As these
employees’ transition to their child rearing years, the obligations of family will modify the traits of their
twenties and raise new work environment and benefit demands on their employers.
Academic research bears this out. A recent study on generational differences in work-related attitudes
found that meaningful differences among generations probably do not exist. The differences that
appear to exist are probably attributable to other factorsxiii. Many can be explained by the life
cycle. However, each generation is shaped by factors of their times. These factors certainly include:
technology, economic boom, recession, war, atrocity, and other generation-shaping events, such as
9/11 and the shootings of Presidents Kennedy and Reagan.
Millennials in many ways are not different than the generations that came before, acting like previous
generations in their twenties and early thirties.
There is a truly unique Millennial trend, however, that will begin to impact their expectations about
employers. Millennials have been delaying adulthood much longer than Gen Xers and Baby Boomers did,
at least when it comes to getting married, buying a house, and having childrenxiv. Because of this, many
employers have been able to attract Millennials with inexpensive perks like bring your dog to work. And,
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employers have shortchanged costly, long-term benefits, such as retirement, fuller and tailored health
care coverage, and paid paternity leaves. But, that is changing. Two juggernauts are coming.
The first of two looming juggernauts is that Millennials are beginning to buy their own homes, enter
long-term relationships, and have children. As a result, they will want work environments like those
desired by older generations, with more work life-balance, paid family leaves for both sexes, and
comprehensive and medical benefits and stronger retirement benefits. This is borne out by recent
surveys of Millennials on benefits.xv Are your benefit policies up to providing what Millennials want?
The second juggernaut is the new Generation Z. This is the generation entering college, now and over
the next 15 years. They will be 20% of the population by 2020. While many of their traits are no doubt a
function of their age in the life cycle, early studies suggest that due to the technology available to them
and the experiences they have watched their parents endure, they have some characteristics that are
different from Millennials.
There is still a forming consensus among research on Generation Z. But according to David and Jonah
Stillman (Jonah is a Gen Z member) in their book, Gen Z @ Work, there are seven traits of Generation Z,
which differ from Millennials.xvi
1. All generations since the industrial revolution have been influenced by the dominant technology
of their age. For Gen Z, it is what the Stillmans call Phigital, the real world, and the digital world
overlap. Virtual is simply part of their reality. They will want to work for companies with high
digital sophistication. (Other researchers draw a different conclusion Gen Z’s digital
sophistication, they will also want a more traditional approach to personal development and
more face-to-face meetings than Millennials.xvii Strong training and coaching programs will help
retain them).
2. Hyper-Custom. Due to social media, which they have known from an early age, Gen Z members
have always worked hard to customize their own brand. This creates an expectation that their
employers will have an intimate understanding of their behaviors and desires, from job titles to
career paths. Gen Z will want to write their own job description, more so than Millennials. The
will judge employers by their social media.
3. Realistic. Growing up in the aftermath of 9/11 and the Great Recession has created a much
more pragmatic cohort than Millennials, when it comes to planning and preparing for the
future. They will want more stability than Millennials and to only work for a few employers
during their careersxviii.
4. FOMO. Gen Z suffers from an intense fear of missing out on anything. They will stay on top of all
trends competitively and worry that they aren’t moving ahead fast enough and in the right
direction. (Frankly, I am not sure this is any different from earlier generations in their 20s).
5. Weconomists. Gen Z has only known a shared economy, from ride share to Airbnb. They will
look for sharing and collaborative work environments. Gen Z will want to break down internal
silos at work to leverage the collective in new, convenient and cost-effective ways. Like other
generations in their 20s, they will look for partners in their employers to fix the wrongs in the
world and be a positive impact on society.
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6. DIY. They are Do-It-Yourselfers. They grew up watching YouTube Videos that explain how to do
everything. On top of that, they have been taught by their Gen X parents to be fiercely
independent, rather than follow traditional paths. This will collide with the Millennials’ tendency
for collaboration.
7. Driven. Their Gen X parents, The Great Recession, and the ever-present fast pace of change has
taught Gen Z that there are winners and losers. They will roll up their sleeves, work hard and be
competitive. Companies will love the work hard traits, but may struggle to convince Gen Z to be
empathetic and collaborative. It may be hard to fit Gen Z into a collaborative, innovative culture.
Back to my original theme, much of what pundits’ attribute to generational differences may be more the
result of where one is in their life cycle, as well as the impact of significant world events. But, as
Millennials finally roll into traditional adult lifestyles and Gen Z emerges from college campuses or begin
work as entrepreneurs, employers had better be prepared to offer the benefits and work environments
desired by both generations. And, keep those Baby Boomers engaged long past their mid-50s to counter
the U.S. and European labor shortage.

The Rise of Women!
In 2010, and for the first time in U.S. history, women outnumber men in the workplace.xix In the U.S.,
women outpace men in college enrollment by a ratio of 1.4 to 1 and are graduating from universities at
a higher rate than men (36% for women vs. 27% for men).xx Women have a high presence, if not a
majority, in formerly male dominated professions such as finance, biomedical engineering, marketing,
human resources, pharmacy, obstetrics/gynecology, and law. They are putting their own stamp on
changes to the workplace, most notably with expectations for family leave, flexible work arrangements,
part-time work, career advancement AND PAY to match what men are making.
In the book The XX Factor, Alison Wolf describes the rise of a female elite in the U.S., Western Europe,
and Asia. The female elite are women who are college educated and whose professional and domestic
lives are significantly different from their mothers and from the women of their generations who have
no college degree. They hold high paying jobs, work nearly as many hours as their male peers, are
delaying marriage and have fewer children. Indeed, 30% of them choose not to have children. When
they do, they may have one child and their husbands, or a nanny, may be the primary care giver.
Women are increasingly breaking the glass ceiling. They now occupy three percent of the corner offices
in Fortune 500 companies (vii). Consider high profile female CEOs such as Meg Whitman at HewlettPackard, Marissa Mayer, now formally at Yahoo, Gini Rometty at IBM and Mary Barra at General Motors
as well as powerful women in government such as Janet Yellen, Chair of the Board of Governors for the
U.S. Federal Reserve, and Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund.
After considering the differences between these elite women and their mothers in their sexual
practices, the type of men they marry, the number of children they have, if any, and the significant
advances they have made in their education and careers, Alison Wolfe concludes that these elite women
are acting similar to men.xxi
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Accelerating Diversity
On May 17, 2012, The Wall Street Journal headline read, “Minority Births are the New Majority.”xxii The
article began with this statement:
For the first time in U.S. history, whites of European ancestry account for less than half of
newborn children, making a demographic tipping point that is already changing the nation’s
politics, economy and workforce. Among the roughly four million children born in the U.S.
between July 2010 and July 2011, 50.4% belonged to a racial or ethnic group that in previous
generations would have classified them as minorities, up from 48.6% in the same period two
years earlier.
The article goes on to quote William H. Frey, a demographer at the Brookings Institution, who points out
that for adult’s younger than 50, Hispanics are the second-largest population group after whites of
European descent. “It is a major turning point for American society. We’re moving from a largely white
and black population to one which is much more diverse and a big contrast from what most baby
boomers grew up with.” The article goes on to point out that America’s diversity is varied from state to
state, with most of America’s diversity in its southern half, from North Carolina to California, along its
west coast, and in Alaska and Hawaii. But in pockets of Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska, the article notes,
“Hispanics are reviving small towns that would otherwise be in decline.”
Our diverse population will only grow. According to a new report by the National Center for Education
(NCES), minorities now account for 50.3% of U.S. public school students. By 2022, the NCES projects
that minorities will make up 54.7% of public elementary and secondary school enrollment.
The 2016 Presidential election exposed a huge rift in American society, over too much change and
diversity for some members of the electorate, namely supports of Donald Trump. Trump beat a flawed
Democratic candidate, Hilary Clinton, in a bitterly contested election that saw brazen racism, sexism,
xenophobia, and raunchiness like never before in modern politics. Moreover, wide swathes of
Americans rejected the predominately hold economic views that globalism and immigration are
important for economic growth, too much acceptance of gays and lesbians and alternative life styles.
These voters also doubted the science which highlighted the planet’s climate is rapidly warming largely
due to carbon emissions. These voters saw too much change which threatened longstanding cultural
institutions such as traditional religions, Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFWs), and even the local bowling
alley.
Two Americas have arisen, and like during the lead up to America’s Civil War, the rift is geographically
defined between red states, in the south and Midwest, and the blue states along the Pacific and East
Coast.
The same trends have also emerged after the mass migration of Muslim Syrian immigrants to Europe in
2015, taking concerns about the Euro Economies open border policies to a political flashpoint. For
example, Brexit.

Continuing Trend of Globalization
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Despite America’s deep rift over immigration and multiculturalism, I believe the trend of continuing
globalization will continue. There are simply too few workers in the U.S big and small businesses. The
secret to success for many innovative and profitable U.S. companies is to find, recruit and develop the
best talent, no matter where they were born. Moreover, one of the most vexing business issues big
companies have today is how to expand in overseas markets. You can’t do that without hiring
employees from those countries, not only in their native countries but also in the US. Companies need
their insights and expertise.
Consider the following.
About 40% of the profit for firms listed on the S&P 500 stock index now comes from overseas.xxiii In The
Ten Trillion Dollar prizexxiv, the authors write about the expanding markets and profits to be made in
China and India. Many S&P 500 stock index companies run divisions in established markets like Western
Europe, Japan and South Korea and are investing in fast growing, emerging markets from Brazil to India,
China to Africa. They have created complex matrix organizations to operate in those markets. The
reverse is also true, though at a much smaller scale. Large multi-national companies from Europe, Japan,
and China run manufacturing, engineering or sales and marketing operations in the United States to gain
access to the largest economy in the world. Their employment of Americans and investment in the
United States is growing. The Bureau of Economic Analysis reports that:
Employment in the United States by majority-owned U.S. affiliates of foreign multi-national
companies (MNC) rose 3.3%, to 5.6 million workers, in 2011, a rate of increase higher than the
1.8% increase in total U.S. private-industry employment in 2011. U.S affiliates accounted for
5.0% of U.S. private-industry employment in 2011, one-tenth of a percentage point higher than
in 2010.xxv
Even start-ups, whether in software, services or medical devices, move quickly to globalize their
businesses to gain access to fast growing global markets, talent, lower cost workforces or lower hurdles
for R&D investment. Today’s companies have become adept at using the power of the Internet, webcast, Skype and virtual teams.

Immigration
The United States continues to be a magnet for foreign-born workers. According to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, in 2012, there were 25 million foreign-born persons age 16 years and older in the U.S.
labor force, representing 16.1% of the total. (This includes documented and estimates of
undocumented workers and temporary residents such as students).xxvi Immigration, and a higher birth
rate than Europe, may help save the U.S. from the coming severe labor shortage.
In my experience leading Human Resources for a global division of a U.S. based medical device company,
managing a diverse workforce was the order of the day. Asian and Hispanic men and women primarily
populated many of our departments. Female or minority VPs led five of our departments.
Managing diversity was also the rule of the day for managers and human resource professionals in
Europe and Asia. Our European manufacturing operations had nationalities from all across Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, and Africa. One factory leader told me that his Irish factory was represented
by workers who spoke 17 different native languages—not counting Gaelic! A manufacturing operation
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in Italy and Switzerland had workers from Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Greece, Montenegro and Senegal.
Product designs were worked on simultaneously by American and European engineers, who sometimes
handed-off their work back and forth in the same day, expanding the workday to two shifts. Supply
chain executives were managing supply chain vendors and warehouses simultaneously in dozens of
countries on every continent. Globalization required many employees to work a long day to stay in
touch and coordinate activities. In nearly all departments, it was not unusual for an employee residing
in California to begin her or his day at 5:30 AM with a call to Europe and end it at 11:30 PM with a call to
India.
Leading, motivating and developing employees born of foreign cultures, whether your office or
manufacturing site is in the U.S. or another country, requires new ways of managing. When employees
come from different parts of the world, they will have different norms and expectations about
leadership styles, when deadlines are really due, how to collaborate and make decisions, and how to
socialize with each other. The use of a rigid, hierarchical, top-down, win at all costs management style
just doesn’t work in today’s diverse workplace and leads to employees not contributing 100 percent and
to high turnover.

Contingent Workforce and Technology Platforms
The use of contingent workers is not new, and it is on the rise in the United States and around the
world. A recently released report by the General Accounting Office finds that 31% of the U.S. workforce
is made up of contingent workers. The definition includes independent contractors and self-employed
workers, agency temps, direct-hire temps, on-call workers, day laborers, contract company workers, and
part-time workers.xxvii
In the 1990s I shaped the contingent workforce policies for Honeywell Inc. in light of the Microsoft
lawsuit by long-term contingent workers who were not granted Microsoft stock options and bonuses
despite working exclusively for Microsoft for several years. At that time, Honeywell, like many other
large companies had 25% to 35% of its workforce comprised of contingent workers who were either
independent contractors, who possessed a unique technical skill, or were pay rolled through a thirdparty vendor such as Manpower.
Honeywell Inc.’s strategy was to attract key workers during the business cycles growth period while
avoiding long-term commitments and benefits to workers such as health care, paid time off and
retirement and 401k benefits. The strategy worked well with manufacturing, administrative and some
engineering jobs were labor was not in short supply. However, in some highly-skilled specialty
professions, contractors could demand a higher wage than employees even with benefits thrown in, and
not work as employees, maintaining their independence and earning higher pay.
The workforces of these companies were told that contingent workers were a buffer to their
employment and would be laid off first before employees in the event of a down turn. That was
acceptable for a while, but as more independent contractors with specialty skills were hired, they
became the priority to be retained talent during the downturn. The promise to full time employees was
broken.
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Today, many companies use contingent workers for a host of strategies. Some companies add surge
workers during temporary upswings in customer demand. Others prefer to outsource certain specialties
to experts rather than incur the long-term costs of having that expertise in-house.
Independent contractors and self-employed workers are happy with their contingent employment. 85%
say they are content with their employment type; and 57% of independent contractors report being
“very satisfied” with their jobs, compared with only 45% of regular full-time workers. In sharp contrast,
50% of agency temps and on-call contingent workers want a different employment type.xxviii
During the writing of this white paper, we have seen headlines about two companies that employ
drivers and, according to the courts or regulators, violated laws on contingent workers and the
definition of technical platforms. FedEx disclosed a $228 million settlement for not classifying its 2,300
delivery drivers in California as employees, after losing in a federal appeals court in Oakland, CA. The
court ruled that FedEx drivers aren’t independent contractors because FedEx controls how drivers do
their jobs, including schedules, appearance and equipment requirements.xxix
In July 2015, the California Labor Commission ruled that an Uber driver in San Francisco is an employee
of the ride-hauling app company and not an independent contractor, as Uber claimed. The ruling
requires Uber to pay the driver $4,152 to cover reimbursable business expenses. Uber claimed it is a
neutral technology platform (more on that later), enabling drivers and passengers to transact business.
But the commission found that Uber was “involved in every aspect of the operation.”xxx Uber is
appealing the ruling in court. You will soon see similar claims!
There is long standing guidance regarding what defines independent contractors versus employees in the
US. (European countries also have their own laws on this matter). Independent contractors perform
services for companies under an express or implied agreement. Being an independent contractor means
not being subject to an employer's financial, behavioral or type of relationship controls regarding the
method and means by which services are performed. If a company provides all or most of the tools
required for the job, gives detailed work-direction, determines schedules, an independent contractor
begins to look like an employee.
Technical platforms can be a great source of talent!
Technical platforms organize free agents, matching them with clients, and offer new ways to get work
done. They allow companies to access key talent for less cost than traditional firms in engineering,
marketing, legal and other highly skilled professions. Technical platforms are growing and can pose a
real threat to established companies.
For example, the advertising platform Tongal does not employ any of the creative talent it uses to make
ads. Instead, Tongal’s technical talent platform connects advertisers to free agents who make ads at low
prices that blue chip advertising firms can’t match. Tongal also provides a system for organizing work. It
Crowdsources ideas and videos via a contest where the top few ideas win the initial contest and get
paid. After a series of other contests, an ultimate winner is selected to produce the ad for the client.
Tongal has clients’ rate freelancers for quality and reliability.
“Compared to traditional employment, platforms like Tongal can learn fast,” writes David Creelman in
the November 2014 issue of the Harvard Business Review. “As talent platforms become more highly
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organized systems focused on specific niches, creating new structures and processes without the burden
of traditional employees, the competitive calculus changes.”
As companies plot their talent management strategies, they should carefully plan for the use of
contingent workers and talent platforms as a way to complement their regular workforce. This strategy
gives them access to additional talent that may provide a competitive advantage. Companies need to be
mindful, however, of protecting their competitive value and intellectual property. They also need to be

careful not to violate current employment laws. Doing so can cost them dearly and tarnish their
reputation.
Are technology platforms the wave of the future or the “race to the bottom”?
Despite all the headlines regarding technology platforms such as Uber, Tongal, TaskRabbit, Upwork, and
Etsy, according to data by the US Department of Labor, the so called “gig” economy, the share of
workers who are self-employed or unincorporated, has slowly declined over the past decade, not
increased. It has fallen from 8.5% in the mid-1990s to 6.5% of the workforce todayxxxi Although, many
hundreds of thousands of Americans may supplement their day jobs by doing “gigs” for technology
platforms, there is no evidence that it is becoming a dominant restructuring of the workforce.

Digitization of Everything and Artificial Intelligence. Why not in HR?
When I worked for Honeywell Inc. out of graduate school, I became enamored with the iconic
Honeywell round thermostat. It had been around for decades, even before World War II, and was still
going strong. This was in the 1980s when we saw the first Windows Operating systems (and Bill Gates
dream of a new “network externality”), Apple was coming out with the first McIntosh (we had to
reserve time in McIntosh labs to use them) replacing IBM Selectrics.
Fast forward to 2014, and now the iconic round thermostat that is making news isn’t from Honeywell. It
is from Nest. Homeowners cannot only “setback” the heating temperature during sleep or while they
are at work, like with Honeywell thermostats, they can program the Next thermostats, (and smoke
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alarms and home cameras) from the cell phones. (I am sure Honeywell executives are wondering why
they did not think of this!)
The digitization of the world is moved beyond search engines, listening to music on YouTube and posting
the latest pictures of your life for all of your friends to see on Facebook to virtually everything.
According to McKinsey and Company, digitization often enables many processes to be fundamentally
reconfigured and digitization is in hot demand by customers:
Successful digitization efforts start by designing the future state for each process without regard
for current constraints—say, shortening a process turnaround time from days to minutes. Once
a compelling future state has been described, constraints (for instance, legally required checks)
can be reintroduced….The benefits are huge: by digitizing information-intensive processes, cost
can be cut by up to 90% and turnaround times improved by several orders of magnitude xxxii
HRIS systems now incorporate benefits administration with payroll and target small employers such as
TriNet and Zenefits, and for large employers, Workday with its Cloud servers and Facebook-like look and
feel. It is rapidly gaining ground PeopleSoft. In talent management, applicant tracking systems, LinkedIn,
Glassdoor and Facebook are increasingly staples for business. The digitization of everything includes the
technology platforms discussed above and other platforms, such as Underdog.io which allow workers in
certain nitches, such as software to find new start up employers. Under development are platforms
which track worker performance, the value of their performance and allows workers to suggest process
improvements to management.
With the rapid pace of change and innovation in the digitization of everything, only one thing is for sure.
This section will be mostly out-of-date by the time you read it.
Human Resources leaders ought to be thinking about how to use Artificial Intelligence to identify and
recruit candidates like Marketing leaders use AI to identify, reach out to and build relationships with
potential clients.
The implementation of Human Resources digital technology “is about the relationship.” I was delighted
to hear these words from Charlene Li, Principal Analyst at Altimeter. She is the author of five books,
including The New York Times best seller Groundswell and her latest, The Engaged Leader.
Ms. Li advocates that CEOs and Human Resources leaders think more about the day-to-day employee
experience, as opposed to employee engagement, to create a deeper relationship between the
employee and the organization.
This is a significant shift for Human Resources, Ms. Li points out. HR must shift from managing
transactions (recruiting, hiring, evaluations) and risk mitigation, to nurturing employee relationships.
Technology makes this easier, but it’s only when technology fades into the background and relationship
work comes forward, that the experience becomes a differentiator for the employee.xxxiii
Ms. Li made her comments at the 2nd Annual HR TechXpo in San Francisco, where approximately 75HR
technology companies displayed their latest improvements and innovations.
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As someone who has worked in large company Human Resources for 30 years and has taken part in
implementing HR technology platforms (such as: PeopleSoft, Workday, and too many applicant tracking
systems to mention), I go to these technology fairs with amazement and a healthy dose of cynicism.

I am looking for the Holy Grail of HR technology.
That all-inclusive, easy-to-use, end-to-end platform that moves HR forward, doesn’t dummy down
service, and doesn’t need an army of HR Techs to re-enter data into different platforms and apps.
I am still looking. But, there were some interesting technologies at the expo that promised to improve
how we recruit, build employee engagement, and reduce the burden of HR administration—and build
relationships between employees and the company.
While successful, reliable, industry-dominating players in payroll and HR management software were
there, such as Ultimate Software, there were also many interesting niche players.
Mature starts-up in this space, which target small and mid-sized companies, are making
progress. Namely has recently added on-line benefits enrollment, as well as time management, to its
payroll and talent management software. Zenefits, (under new leadership) has added its own payroll
service to its streamlined hiring, onboarding, benefits administration, and employee data management
software.
In the artificial intelligence (AI) or the machine-learning world, progress is being made. Cultivate
provides predictive analytics to help managers shape and improve their communication and overcome
diversity hurdles as well as strengthen working relationships with employees. It does this by connecting
to a company’s communication platforms, such as email and Slack, and then uses its AI to observe
communications and make predictions and recommendations.
ThisWay Global uses a machine learning Match-ic algorithm to assist businesses in reaching out to
passive and active candidates. According to ThisWay Global spokesperson, David Bernstein, “You can
tell us your hiring plans, and we will use our tools and algorithms to help achieve them. Our technology
frees recruiters up from the time-consuming efforts of finding candidates, so they can focus on building
relationships with candidates and hiring managers”.
With the growing use of “apps” to improve the employee experience, I found SmartRecruiters’ approach
interesting. SmartRecruiters is a software and applicant tracking system that connects different
recruiting tools and apps to provide applicants with a great experience, and the recruiting team with
connected data and improved effectiveness.
HireMojo is an applicant tracking system “on steroids” that uses predictive analytics and real-time
machine learning to help find qualified candidates, faster.
Several providers are working on improving the performance management process, by providing
Facebook-like, quick communications to improve alignment, feedback, recognition, and morale. These
include Squadley, which provides a comprehensive on-line tool for planning, goal setting, and feedback.
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Other interesting digital performance management tools include: Impraise, 15Five, Reflektive,
and Lattice.
Technology is offering Human Resources and talent leaders many improvements for recruiting, hiring,
payroll, benefits administration, and talent management. The question is, which one, or which
combination of technologies will build better relationships between your employees and the company?
Remember, it’s all about the relationship! Technology is only a tool.
Can AI can improve your employee inclusion and engagement?
The traditional approaches to diversity and inclusion are not moving the needle. Whether its “the letter”
at Google or sensational headlines about bad behavior at companies such as Uber or Fox News, diversity
and inclusion remain a hot topic.
Can Artificial Intelligence help? Artificial intelligence (AI) is gaining wide acceptance for Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) and is used by investors, doctors, and scientists to search megadatabases to identify previously unknown relationships.
One start-up, Cultivate, believes they have an AI solution to help managers improve their written
communication with employees. Cultivate’s artificial intelligence can read their emails and discussions
on worker collaboration platforms, such as Slack, and identify communication patterns that impact
motivation, engagement, and inclusion. It works real time like spell check or Grammarly.
It measures five dimensions of communications: tone, attention, productivity, motivation, and
teamwork. Based on its observations, the AI can generate reports and alerts for the manager and
provide tips on how to change the frequency and tone of written communications to improve
relationships and business outcomes.
How did Cultivate’s AI become an expert in workplace communications? According to Joseph Freed, Cofounder and CEO, Cultivate has informed its AI model with over ten studies on human communications.
For example, one of the studies has identified how communications based on gender and the gender
environment (from the Enron email corpus1) impacts power
dynamics. https://aclweb.org/anthology/D/D14/D14-1211.pdf
Another study has identified the 13 signs an employee has decided to quit. https://hbr.org/2016/10/13signs-that-someone-is-about-to-quit-according-to-research.
Another study used police body camera footage to identify how officers in a Big City police force speak
less respectfully to blacks than whites in every-day traffic stops. The trend persisted even when
controlled for the race of the officer, the severity of the traffic violation, the stop location, and stop
outcome. http://www.pnas.org/content/114/25/6521.abstract
Cultivate does not currently have enough client experience to show statistically significant improved
results for inclusion, engagement and business outcomes. However, the anecdotal evidence, according
to Joseph Freed, is very supportive.

1

The Enron Email Corpus is a large-scale email collection from a real company (Enron) going through a sever and
survival-threatening crisis. It has provided researchers with a trove of material over a 3.5-year period.
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We all use spell check. Due to the importance of manager-employee relationships, perhaps it is time to
use an AI tool, like we use spell check, before hitting the “send” button?
The use of AI tools alone, however, will not improve workforce diversity, a sense of inclusion or
engagement. Research shows that other factors are necessary to make these improvements. These
factors include transparent and performance-based cultures, flexible work arrangements, coaches, pay
equity, ongoing learning, paid time off for maternity leaves, and paternity leaves for both men and
women.
Remember it is about the relationship! Technology is only a tool.

While many small companies in Silicon Valley are using new digital technology to improve the
administration of human resources and build a better employee experience, what about big
companies?
Let’s look at the case of GE.
I have long felt that nothing is worse than a big company that can’t grow organically. So, writes retiring
GE CEO, Jeff Immelt in a piece for the Harvard Business Review on the eve of the transition of GE’s
leadership.
What a difference the Internet of Everything and a CEO make!
I remember his predecessor, Jack Welch, discussing his criteria to decide which companies to buy and
what companies to sell: The M&A approach to growth for classic conglomerates. During an annual
review to top company officials, I was privy to in 2001, Jack Welch spoke of the advantage “the little
guy” had with speed and innovation over large corporations. GE’s strength, he countered, was its
portfolio, values, might, and talent. Jack Welch championed talent management and succession
planning–and the laying off 10% of GE’s talent every year.
Under Immelt, GE has gone from a classic conglomerate to tech-driven innovator in its domains, with
new software capability. GE made bets on clean, energy-efficient products, the industrial internet, and
“addictive” manufacturing. (That is, shifting from hardware to software with sensors embedded in
machines and analytics).
As an organization, it has become more global, agile and decentralized. It initiated a lean startup
approach, which it calls “FastWorks.” It replaced its famous GE Growth Values with the more
entrepreneurial GE Beliefs, and under Immelt, it has stopped laying off 10% of its workforce every year.
GE human resources have reinvented itself to inform GE’s new business model. In an article in this
month’s Harvard Business Review, accompanying Jeff Immelt’s article, HBR senior editor Steven
Prokesch describes how GE human resources use analytics to guide a more digital and global workforce.
I recommend you read the article. Here is a quick summary:
Career and Succession Planning. GE human resources launched a new career planning app last year that
is embedded in its proprietary succession-planning platform. It helps employees understand
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opportunities and potential career moves based on the historical movement of GE employees. The
algorithm also helps GE leaders uncover great talent irrespective of their gender or diversity. Technology
now assists GE succession planning discussions.
Training. A new tool is being developed that recommends to employees training or education to
improve performance on current roles and to advance their careers. The new tool will analyze an
employee’s priorities and coworker feedback to suggest improvement and learning.
High Potentials. GE HR is using its workforce analytics to understand how to distinguish high potentials
from superior performers. The analytics is combing through outcomes data (promotion rates, bonuses,
etc.) to look for clues.
Networks. A new app is being developed to help employees build professional networks and find new
coaches and knowledge. The app matches employees to people of similar skills, education, and
experiences, and it provides them with virtual space to connect and topics for discussion.
Talent Retention. A new app is used to predict when employees and leaders are likely to jump ship so
that GE leaders can intervene. Reducing retention by even small amounts provides enormous
productivity improvements.
Culture Change. GE HR is looking at data from employee surveys, exit interviews, and organizational
design to understand what factors influence speed, agility, and customer focus.
For many organizations, talent remains the valuable asset. Too often judgments on talent are subjective.
GE’s analytics may unlock some clues to allow more objective and informed decisions on talent.
Who says a large company can’t be innovative, have organic growth, and use workforce analytics to
make better talent decisions?

Can we face the truth? HR doesn’t have Big Data. Now what?
Every time I hear a presentation from a Silicon Valley based human resources organization about its Big
Data analysis of the workforce, I remember Peter Cappelli’s article in the Harvard Business
Review, “There’s No Such Thing as Big Data in HR.”
Most organizations, Cappelli observes, have thousands of employees, not millions. And the documented
performance for many of those employees occurs only annually. Google has the size to conduct “Big
Data” on different sub groups of its workforce. Companies of a thousand employees are too small to
generate reliable empirical research on sub-groups of their employees.
Even if your company has the size to produce empirical an analysis of the workforce, the problem for
most human resources departments is that the needed data is stored in separate data warehouses that
can’t combine data. For example, the databases associated with recruiting is housed separately from
the databases associated with performance management, which is housed separately from the
databases associated with company performance. That was always my struggle when trying to gather
data to study how to identify which qualities make the best biomedical engineer or salesperson.
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Unless your databases can be bridged and made compatible, it becomes difficult to conduct research.
(However, you can always do the old-fashioned approach: become a spreadsheet jockey.) More than
data scientists, human resources departments need data managers to clean up the data. Better yet,
they need human resources information systems that can retrieve and makes sense of all of the
information they generate.
Cappelli’s most compelling point, perhaps, is that the questions many of the Big Data studies are trying
to uncover have already been investigated by academics for decades. As an example, he refers
to Google’s Project Oxygen, a multi-year research project designed to identify the qualities of a good
manager. Most of the conclusions of Google’s research are the same as decades-old academic studies.
Here is another example. Today, there is a lot of interest in “unconscious bias,” which is the unconscious
discrimination and incorrect judgments that occur during stereotyping. Neuroscience has uncovered
that it is not just the bigot and sexist who has biases and discriminates. It is all of us. We all have
“unconscious biases” that affect our judgment. We all, or at least most of us, unconsciously want to stay
in that safe zone where we work, socialize with and with whom we make decisions.
Research on unconscious bias in performance management goes back almost 100 years to Edward
Thorndike, who in 1920 published a paper called, “The Constant Error in Psychological
Ratings.” Thorndike discovered that military leaders generalized a soldier’s physique to other qualities
such as intelligence. If he looks strong, he must be smart.
A few weeks ago, I listened to a member of Google’s human resources team share the company’s Big
Data analysis on successful work team. The leading quality of successful Google teams is that they
provide psychological safety. That is, in simpler terms, they have empathy and build trust. My
compliments to Google for doing this research and for publicly sharing the findings. Sitting in the
audience, however, I smiled and thought of Peter Cappelli’s article: this question has already been
answered by academic research.
We may receive more insights on the best qualities of engineers, managers and salespeople, and where
to recruit them, from Artificial Intelligence. AI can search many large external databases—but this work
is just beginning in HR.
Do you have a major question about how to improve job candidate selection, reduce turnover, or figure
out the qualities of a good manager? Check out the academic research—and watch for discoveries from
AI.

Flexible Work Arrangements
Whether it is flextime, telecommuting, remote work or mobile work, flexible work arrangements are
highly valued by today’s workforce.
The Harvard Business Review reported in 2005 that:
64% of the women we surveyed cite flexible work arrangements as being either extremely or
very important to them. In fact, by a considerable margin, highly qualified women find flexibility
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more important than compensation; only 42% say that “earning a lot of money” is an important
motivator. In our focus groups, we heard women use terms like “nirvana” and “the golden ring”
to describe employment arrangements that allow them to flex their workdays, their workweeks
and their careers.”xxxiv
In 2009, evidence emerged clearly indicating that teleworking, another term for flexible work
arrangements, is not just a women’s or Millennials’ issue. 79% of U.S. workers say they would like to
work from home at least part of the time.xxxv In March 2014, the New York Times reported the
following:
Most research says it is not predominately women who telecommute. Most research says it is
at least equal between men and women… Cali Williams Yost, chief executive of Flex and
Strategy, said a telephone survey released last month by her company found that more men
than women said they worked remotely. That is backed up by a Harris online poll of 2,219
adults last year. Both surveys agreed that all ages telecommute.xxxvi
The article reports “Telecommuting has risen 79% between 2005 and 2012 and now makes up 2.6% of
the U.S. workforce, or 3.2 million workers, according to statistics from the American Community
Survey”.

How to Avoid IBM’s Woes with Telework
Recent headlines proclaimed that many IBM departments had ditched the company’s long-standing and
successful remote work program. Despite the attention those headlines garnered, empirical evidence
shows that teleworking is on the upswing with many companies because it improves productivity, and it
is one of the most popular non-monetary attractions to employees.
If you are recruiting, you need to be offering telework! Consider the following from
GlobalWorkPlaceAnalytics.com:
•

80% to 90% of the U.S. workforce says they would like to telework at least two to three days a
week.

•

Approximately 20% to 25% of today’s workforce teleworks with some frequency.

•

The number of regular work-at-home teleworkers, who are not self-employed, has grown 103%
since 2005.

•

This is not a millennial thing. The average telecommuter is 49, college educated, and earns an
average of $58,000 a year.

•

A typical business can save $11,000 per telecommuter per year.

•

Telecommuters can save $2000 to $7000 a year.

•

The average worker is not at his or her desk 50% to 60% of the time, indicating the need to
rethink how to revamp offices to provide more collaborative space and videoconference rooms.
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Given all of this, how do we explain the decisions of IBM and Yahoo, a bit earlier, to ditch their telework
programs? IBM says it wants to improve collaboration (and innovation) and the pace of work by ending
its program.
Analysts observe that IBM has had 20 consecutive quarters of falling revenue and rising shareholder ire
over CEO Ginni Rometty’s pay packagexxxvii. Still, this decision is curious because of IBM’s success with
telework, and its job postings that support telework, such as a recent “teleworks works” blog and a 2014
whitepaper highlighting the success of teleworking. In Yahoo’s case, former CEO Marissa Mayer said it
was to reset the corporate culture. That didn’t go so well!
Are you thinking of beginning or expanding your telework program? Or, ditching one that already exists?
Here’s what you need to do to assure your company’s success with telework:
1. Make it job specific. Recognize from the beginning that telework is not for every worker.
Telework is based on the requirements of the job and the team. If a worker must be present to
do a manufacturing job, be in a research lab to use its equipment, have access to data they can
only access at the office (say, for security reasons), or need to be available for frequent face-toface meetings and interactions, they must be physically at the office. If on the other hand, most
of their work is accomplished on the computer and most communications can be done over the
phone, email, text or videoconference, they can usually work from home, or customers’ or
suppliers’ sites three-to-four day a week. This latter group is usually 40% of the workforce. I
recommend that when you determine which jobs do and don’t qualify for telework, be very
transparent about your decisions to ward off any frustrations and ill feelings.
2. Continually communicate and clarify. Telework, especially, requires that leaders do what they
should have been doing all along: provide workers with clarity about the company’s business
strategies, goals, and what excellence looks like. You also need to provide clarity on expected
operating norms, such as how quickly to respond to others, which meetings will be face-to-face
vs. digital, and where commonly used documents will be stored online.
3. Certify the remote workplace. Teleworkers need to certify that they have a safe, ergonomically
sound, and private, dedicated workspace at home. That workspace also needs to comply with
your company’s security and safety requirements. Working from a stool at the kitchen counter
is not such a space! Certifying a workspace can easily be done. As with most things with
leadership, it is about setting expectations. Do not allow or force employees to work from
home, if they do not have a suitable space or do not have an interest in it.
4. Rely mostly on trust, and accountability, not compliance. Organizations with leaders and
cultures that emphasize collaboration, trust and accountability, as well as inspire their
workforce to a greater purpose, are more productive and innovative. They also have more loyal
workers. The 19th century idea of a 9 to 5 job and sitting at your desk in the office while doing it,
doesn’t drive productivity, collaboration, innovation, or loyalty. Given today’s digital technology,
it is totally out of date!
5. Redesign your office. You can quickly achieve cost savings from telework by redesigning your
office space to allow workers and teams to choose what works best for them. I call this creating
“flexible workplaces.” For example, teleworkers no longer need to have a dedicated cube or
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patch of floor space when they are working from home or the customers’ site three-to-four days
a week. When they come into the office, it will usually be for meetings and collaboration with
colleagues. They do not need a dedicated space for this.
The ubiquitous open office environment isn’t the answer for office based employees! Open office
environments commonly lead to distracted, irritated, unproductive workers, who are required to come
to work every day and wish they were somewhere else.xxxviii
Instead, redesign your office space to provide your employees, with the space, time and technology they
need to efficiently work and collaborate.
For many organizations, the best workspace design calls for more collaborative space for impromptu
meetings, where the discussion won’t disturb others. Small huddle-rooms often fit that need.
Organizations often need more high-quality videoconference rooms for face-to-face meetings or
videoconferencing. Teams need dedicated team rooms which allow teams a common space to
collaborate and access the data they need. Individual team members also need quiet spaces for “headdown” work, which is best done without interruption.
Data shows that redesigned workspaces can lead to significant reductions in real estate costs, even after
the initial investment of new technology and furniture.
How is teleworking working for your company? Do you have questions? Join the discussion…
If you want to learn more about how to successfully implement and manage teleworking for your
employees, I invite you to order my free report, “Form Follows Function: Flexible work arrangements
and tailored office design improve productivity, morale and your ability to attract and retain critical
workers!” at https://victorhrconsultant.com/free-stuff/. The report also includes a case study.

Although some companies have recently backed away from flexible work arrangements, most notably
Yahoo, Hewlett Packard and Best Buy, teleworking will continue to be an important factor in the
workplace.

Talent Management for Today’s Companies
While demographic and social changes may differ across the U.S. and the world, business leaders need
to know how their company may be impacted by these trends. Well run, integrated talent management
systems, championed by top management, still drive top quartile business results. Is your talent
management strategy adapting so that you can attract the talented workforce you need, then motivate,
engage and develop them?
In 2014, an article in the Harvard Business Review, “Building a Game Changing Talent Strategy”,
provided this insight: “Game changing organizations are purpose-driven, performance orientated and
principles-led, and they have talent strategies that guide and even drive their business strategies.” The
authors state that the most effective talent management strategies are:
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Relentlessly focused on supporting, and in some cases driving the company’s business
strategies. They are comprehensive, addressing group, divisional, regional and business unit
considerations. They add value, and they work exceptionally well.xxxix
The authors go on to state that commitment and heavy engagement from the top executive team is
central to the success of game changing talent management:
Commitment from the top executive team is central to building and maintaining this businessfirst mindset. Game changing leaders not only excel at articulating the vital importance of talent
management, they are also heavily engaged in their company’s actual practices. They demand
that their line leaders are accountable for spotting, developing and training the next generation
of leaders.
Today’s successful talent management strategy requires commitment and participation from executive
leaders and management.

The Talent Management System
In the chart below, I have outlined the main components of a comprehensive and integrated talent
management system in the digital, global and multicultural age. The components are the Talent
Strategy itself, Employee Branding and Recruiting, Performance Management, Employee Engagement,
Creating a Learning Environment and Succession Planning.
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Like any effective business process, talent management is measurable, should have challenging goals
that contribute to the top and bottom line of the business, and “in-process” goals, which can alert
leaders if a process has broken down or if goals will not be met. Talent management strategies are
dynamic, rather than bureaucratic and do not become just another binder placed on a shelf.
If your current talent strategies do not drive excellence in execution and enable profitable growth, it is
time to throw them out and start over. Does this sound intimidating? It doesn’t have to be if you take it
one step at a time and “bite off what you can chew!” Whether you lead a start-up, mid-cap or large
company, the importance of talent management is the same, but the approach will be different.

Start-ups.

Start-up organizations have the initial advantage of speed, provided they have venture
funding, and “three musketeer management,” where employees often work elbow-to-elbow with the
founders. Start-ups are innovative, with rapid learning cycles, singular focus and instantaneous
teamwork where people can see the direct results of their work. Start-ups typically have great brands
and tireless recruiters, and they are hip.
In the early years of a start-up, performance management might not be essential, since everyone knows
everyone else and succession planning is beyond the horizon, at least for now. But as the business
grows, top management no longer knows everyone. They face the challenges of leading a larger
workforce, or launching a second winning product, or managing multiple sites. Performance
management, employee engagement and sustaining a learning environment become more daunting.

Mid-cap Organizations.

The skills for leading a mid-cap organization are different from managing
a start-up. More sophisticated and reliable functional management and talent management systems are
required. The workforces of these organizations are larger, and they have organizational structures that
require more deliberate communication and coordination to stay aligned to business strategies. If the
mid-cap has gone public, dramatically new disciplines are required for quarterly reporting and
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maintaining relationships with the investment community. It is often at a critical juncture when
performance management, employee engagement and succession planning systems are first
considered. If these systems already exist, they may require significant retuning and upgrading. As one
CEO said to me, “I woke up one day and realized I did not know all of our employees, or why we hired
them. I knew then that I needed a more sophisticated human resources system.”

Large Companies.

Large companies often have global supply chain networks for manufacturing and
distribution and marketing, and the headaches of global, matrix organizations and bureaucracies.
Effective communications, clear focus, alignment of the workforce, cultural issues, bureaucracy, role and
responsibility clarity, and execution are a constant concern. In large companies, new employees, high
potential employees, and brilliant initiatives can go unnoticed. Comprehensive talent management
systems can address large company concerns, welcome and nourish new hires, and identify and develop
high potential employees.
Although large companies may be used to all the components of talent management, like any business
strategy, talent management is not static. The selection of a new CEO or division president, the
purchase of an acquisition, launching a game-changing strategy or new technology, opening up a new
sales or manufacturing office in Asia or Africa, all require changes to one or all parts of the talent
management strategy.

Let’s explore the main components of a successful, comprehensive and integrated talent management
system:

Talent Strategy
Your enterprise has a mission, guiding values and business strategies. You also need a talent strategy to
support your business strategies and drive profitable growth. The talent strategy determines the
knowledge, skills, and competencies the workforce requires and the implementation tactics to attract,
hire, develop or purchase a workforce that has those required competencies. Your talent strategy also
motivates and engages your employees and teams. When well-coordinated and executed, your talent
strategy should fit hand-in-glove with your business strategies. Here is how to develop a successful one.
It all begins with reviewing the organization’s strategic business plan, including market opportunities
and threats, emerging technologies, new product plans, financial goals and target areas for growth.
Useful inputs include customer feedback and observations by executives. Do your executives, for
instance, look with envy on employee competencies of market rivals? Are new workforce competencies
or organizational capabilities required to meet the business strategies? It is vitally important to have a
good pulse on the enterprise’s engagement with customers, market opportunities and competitive
threats so that the talent management strategy has business relevance.
Next, assess where the enterprise is in its talent management evolution. Below are 16 key questions to
ask:
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1. Do more than 90% of employees know the mission of the company and its business
strategies and your progress against those strategies?
2. Do 90% of employees understand their goals, roles and responsibilities?
3. Have 95% of employees completed performance appraisals and development plans?
4. If you asked someone on the street who works in your industry, would they know about
your company?
5. Does it take your organization more than the norm in your industry or location to fill job
openings?
6. Are 33% or more of company jobs filled by employee referral?
7. Do more than 90% of your employees plan to continue working for the company in 12
months?
8. Is turnover higher than the industry or location average in any of your sites, including
global sites? Do one or more functions have significantly more turnover than others?
9. What percentage of new hires quit within a year’s time?
10. What are the top reasons employees leave your company?
11. Does every vice president have at least two identified and ready internal or external
successors?
12. What are the top compliments and complaints of your company by its leaders? By its
employees?
13. Are new products coming to the market with 90% or greater on-time efficiency?
14. Do 90% of your customers believe that you understand their needs, and do they believe
you have effective customer-interfacing employees to assist them?
15. Is your organization a leader at using digital technology for human resources purposes?
16. Does your organization know how to integrate digital work technology with workers and
processes?
The answers to these questions will go a long way toward helping you assess where you are in your
talent management journey and where you need to put your focus. If climate surveys or sensing
sessions have not been gathered recently, use them to get a pulse on employee attitudes, issues and
concerns before making changes to your talent management strategy. If you have current results from
climate surveys and sensing sessions, it can be very insightful to look at how responses have changed
over time. Because climate surveys and sensing sessions reveal authentic issues in the voice of
employees, their results can be used during implementation of the talent management strategy to
demonstrate to the workforce that management has listened to their concerns.
In developing your talent management strategy, you will want to consider the demographics of your
organization. The predominant mix of age, gender, race, sexual orientation, and national origin of your
workforce can determine the right cultural setting, office environment, benefit structure and other
attributes for a successful work environment. For example, older workers will put a premium on
preserving retirement benefits, full-service health plans and more traditional office environments.
Younger workers will probably prefer high deductible, consumer-driven health care plans and more
flexible office environments.
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Know what your current and former employees are saying about your company culture and
management on the Internet. Review Internet sites, such as Glassdoor, for the rating of your company
and former employee reviews of its culture, management and CEO. They indicate the attractiveness of
your
enterprise as a place to work. Review what is written about your
business on social media websites such as Twitter, Tumblr and
LinkedIn blogs. Many leaders may be tempted to dismiss these
ratings and blogs as the ranting of disgruntled, biased, former
employees, but these reviews remain a public perception of your
enterprise, for all to see. Your future employer branding efforts will need to take these perceptions into
serious consideration. I have found it particularly insightful to compare an
enterprise’s online perception with others in their industry, whomever the
enterprise competes with for talent. My observation is that highly rated companies
in the “best places to work” usually do well on these sites. How does your
enterprise and management team compare with industry leaders? How can it
improve?
Finally, review changes to labor laws and regulations and new trends in physical work environments.
Make sure you understand how these changes will impact recruiting, workforce management and the
skills needed by your management team. Are you going to be recruiting in India? Did you know that
India has an affirmative action law to guard against discrimination of their lower castes? Do you have
facilities in California? Are you aware that customary non-competes in employment contracts are not
valid in California, that overtime for non-exempt employees is paid after eight hours in a day as well as
after 40 hours in a week, that the minimum wage is higher than the federal minimum wage, and that
there is a mandate and a formula for paying sick time?
After the above analysis is complete, it should be vetted with the major functions and leaders of the
business. Then, develop a talent strategy that will align and motivate your workforce and help your
enterprise win in the marketplace. The critical questions to answer are:
1. What capabilities, competencies and skills are required of your future workforce to achieve
the enterprise’s strategic objectives?
2. How can these competencies be hired, developed or purchased?
3. What new skills are required of management?
4. Do all the various departments of your organization work well together? Across
geographies?
5. Are new system, processes, and technologies required? Do you need to upgrade existing
systems and processes?
6. How does your physical work environment need to change?
7. Is your organization prepared to lead global, virtual teams?
8. Do you have competent successors to your current leaders?

Employer Branding and Recruiting
Employer branding and recruiting is the process of attracting, recruiting and onboarding the critical
talent to compete in the future. It includes marketing the enterprise to the external target workforce by
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presenting, in compelling language, the purpose, principles, culture and work environment of the
enterprise. Then, successfully attracting, recruiting, hiring and developing the talent.
Employee branding and recruiting should be as slick and high tech as any marketing campaign. Just as
marketing is interesting in using Artificial Intelligence and Bots to identify, engage with and attract
customers, HR should use AI to identify, engage with and attract job applicants.
As with any business or marketing strategy, it begins with analyzing the needs and preferences of the
external market, in this case the target workforce, and the applicable laws and regulations in the
countries where you have operations and offices. Employee branding and recruiting is a high volume,
repeatable process, like manufacturing. It should have well defined process steps with clear roles and
responsibilities for recruiters and hiring managers, and it should use predictive measures for each subprocess, end of process achievement measures and follow-up measures. In the digital age, employer
branding and recruiting should be interactive, multi-media and mobile, and feature not only your
business purpose and culture, but also live testimonials from your employees.
Employee Branding and Recruiting departments provide a high return on investment. I have
implemented strong Employee Branding and Recruiting departments several times and have seen
dramatic paybacks in reduced cycle times for hiring, new hire attrition, head hunter costs and costs per
hire. The right branding and recruiting approach depend on your business strategies, purpose,
principles, and culture.

Performance Management
Performance management is the most hated of all human resources processes. Managers are human
beings, and most human beings dread giving feedback, particularly negative feedback, which can
generate a strong reaction from employees. Performance management often becomes overly
bureaucratic with a long list of competency ratings and many competency raters. Performance ratings
often impact the size of a merit pay increase or the designation of who is or isn’t a high potential
employee. Usually, only 10% of the workforce walks away with the good news that they have high
potential. It doesn’t have to be that way!
Performance management should be a positive process for executing the organization’s strategies,
rather than a downer and morale buster for most of the workforce. Performance management aligns
functional departments, enterprise teams and individuals to the strategies, culture, and competencies of
the organization. It includes communicating the enterprise’s business strategies and setting department
level, team and individual goals.
Leading performance management systems provide timely, ongoing and meaningful feedback for
improving performance and accelerating careers. They motivate employees with exciting work and
developmental assignments. They provide timely recognition and rewards. Leading performance
management systems are dynamic and inspiring. They are not static, bureaucratic, dreaded once-a-year
events.
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Performance appraisal forms can be one or more pages, including the development plan and career
aspirations of the employee. While it is critically important to manage performance promptly, including
poor performance, there is no reason why employees should have surprises in a performance appraisal.
Ninety percent of employees should leave a performance appraisal meeting feeling good about their
talents and accomplishments, contributions to the team and company, and their role in the future.
As we have seen many digital apps and human resources systems can accelerate the interaction of the
performance management process and allow the collection of excellent analytics on who are your best
performers and the competencies that make them the best.

Cultures of Innovation—Employee Engagement is only a beginning!
“That was the best training I ever had for team leadership,” the director told me, after a half-day
employee engagement training. The objective of the program was to improve the relationship building
skills of leaders with each of their team members—and employee retention.
The director went on to explain that he always achieved his goals, was good at delegation, and
performance management. But after the employee engagement training, he felt he had achieved a
break-through with some difficult-to-motivate team members. For the first time, he believed, they were
connecting.
He was beaming! That was seven years ago. Today, after seeing more empirical evidence on employee
engagement, we know it is only a start to driving bottom-line success.
The truth is, employee engagement will take your organization only so far. Companies realize that
employee engagement alone is not providing actionable items and that the employee engagement
survey is an aging ideaxl.
Gallup’s State of Global Workforce reports show that overall employee engagement as measured by its
survey has not improved much since Gallup’s first survey in 1997. Starting with Gallup’s first report,
actively engaged employee scores have ranged from 13% to 20% and disengaged employee scores have
ranged from 26% to 30%.
Research shows that investing in learning and career development goes farther to reduce turnover than
classic employee engagement effortsxli. Many employees figure, if I can transfer out from under this
lousy manager, rather than quit, I can take advantage of the excellent career development this company
offers and advance faster here than starting over somewhere else.
Employee engagement, as a workforce strategy unto itself, is taking a back seat to innovation. For 97%
of CEOs around the world, according to a PwC Survey, innovation remains a top priority for their
businesses, and because of the urgency to significantly improve innovation, chief executives are
increasingly taking more direct involvement in their company’s innovation strategies and execution.xlii
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The rise of digital technology, artificial intelligence, and other technological breakthroughs have
required companies to do more than incremental product and service upgrades to remain competitive.
Companies need innovative breakthroughs and new business models to create value beyond what their
current strategies enable. As global companies, they need to continue to learn how to adapt their
innovations to address differences by regions, and national cultures, laws and economies.
The research from InnovationOne has found that strong organizational cultures of innovation[iv] and
strong talent management practices—not just employee engagement—lead to higher profits.xliii
Dynamic, transparent and inclusive cultures of innovation lead to higher employee commitment to
company mission and levels of discretionary effort on the job.
We have found that highly innovative companies build innovation into the DNA of their organizations.
They create highly curious and adaptive workforces and external partners. Highly innovative companies
do the following:
Treat innovation as a strategic imperative—as important as the company’s financial plan, annual
operating plan, product technology plan, and sales and marketing plan.
Develop dynamic, transparent and inclusive cultures of innovation. With the framework of a culture of
innovation, our research shows that employee engagement is about one-tenth of the solution. These
cultures also invest heavily in organizational learning. They create knowledge management systems for
innovation, sharing new information on market tends, technologies, social/economic trends, and what
the competition is up to. They align their performance management systems to reward innovation. They
align their operations and sales organizations to implement innovative solutions and business models
quickly.
Measure their innovation progress and benchmark their efforts.
The 2017 Global State of Innovation Survey has found that both leading and lagging innovation
companies use methodologies such as Design Thinking. Both use digital innovation technologies such as
Crowdsourcing, but what distinguishing the leading innovators from the lagging innovators are the
above factors.
InnovationOne’s research is not alone. Going back 25 years, Harvard’s John Kotter found that adaptive,
performance-based cultures improve an organization’s top and bottom lines.xliv
Human resources leaders should be playing an important role in their organizations to improve
innovation as developers of innovative cultures. HR leaders ought to be introducing digital collaboration
software, such as Slack, not waiting for IT to suggest it. HR leaders can now lead the investment in
employee skills and career development—not because of altruism, but because it drives innovation and
the bottom line.

Creating a Learning Environment with Strong Capability and The Ability
to Change Quickly
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There is an urban legend going around that learning is 70:20:10 – meaning that 70% of learning occurs
on the job, 20% from mentoring and coaching and 10% from classroom training. This claim comes from
experiential learning theory and the work of several academics.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The assertion comes from research on a novel, significant new
assignments for leaders. These leaders are required to manage change with diverse teams across
traditional organizational boundaries. The methods listed above are their primary sources of learning
and leadership development.xlv
More recent research
More recent academic research on leadership development, however, has questioned this finding. It
asserts that earlier models about learning were too simplistic in their assumptions on how leaders learn
and the complexity of organizations.
In a literature review for the Oxford Handbook on Leadership and Organizations, University of Michigan
researchers D. Scott DeRue and Christopher Myers set the record straight. DeRue and Myers pointed
out that earlier research was focused on the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required of leaders. It
didn’t focus on the complexities of organizational structures and the changing dynamics of leaderfollower relationships in our global, mobile and agile work environment. Finally, it didn’t account for
results.
Here’s their summary:
A common assumption in the existing literature is that 70% of leadership development occurs via onthe-job assignments, 20% through working with and learning from other people (e.g., learning from
bosses or coworkers) and 10% through formal programs, such as training, mentoring or coaching.
Despite the popularity of this assumption, there are four fundamental problems with framing
developmental experiences in this way:
1. First and foremost, there is no empirical evidence supporting this assumption, yet scholars
and practitioners frequently quote it as if were a fact.
2. Second, as McCall (2010) appropriately points out, this assumption is misleading because it
suggests that informal on-the-job experiences and learning from other people, and formal
programs and learning from other people are independent. These different forms of
experience can occur in parallel. It is possible (and likely optimal) that learning in one form
of experience can complement and build on learning in another form of experience.
3. Third, it is inconsistent with the fact that a large portion of organizational investment is
directed at formal leadership development programs (Conger and Toegal, 2003.) But, we are
not ready to condemn formal learning programs, given the lack of empirical evidence.
4. Finally, it is possible that the “70:20:10” assumption leads organizations to prioritize
informal, on-the-job experience over all other forms of development experiences. Some
scholars argue that this allows leadership development to become a “haphazard process
(Conger, 1993) without sufficient notice to intentionality, accountability and formal
evaluation (Day, 2000).xlvi
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In their review, DeRue and Myers point to a study by Barling, Weber and Kelloway (1996)
who conducted a field experiment of 20 managers randomly assigned to either a control
group or a leadership training group. The training group managers received a one-day
training seminar on transformational leadership, followed by four booster training sessions
on a monthly basis. The control group received no such training. Results showed that the
participants in the training group improved their performance more than the managers in
the control group.xlvii
What has been your experience? If you don’t believe me, look at your learning. Did you attend college?
Go to graduate school to earn an MBA? An advanced technical degree? Get a certificate in your
field? Attend a company-sponsored seminar or workshop?
While today’s learning organizations need to stay current with online, real-time learning, rapid
prototyping, and use a mixture of learning forums (group sessions, video, digital, group or one-on-one
coaching and mentoring), learning needs to be much more than mostly experiential and on the fly!
Organizations have very practical reasons to create learning environments, since a learning environment
improves employee performance and business outcomes. Let’s look at some opportunities:
Dynamic New Hire Orientation. Shorten the unproductive time of novice employees to learn new jobs,
processes or technologies during onboarding. If onboarding is used only for filling out forms with HR
(either online or in the office), spending time with security getting a mug shot, and watching an
outdated video on how the company was founded, you are squandering a golden opportunity to make a
great first impression. If new employees learn less in your new hire orientation about the company’s
business strategies, strengths and challenges than they can read on Yahoo Finance, you flunked! Sink or
swim environments lead to drowning and turnover, and they are expensive!
On the new hire’s first day, after all the legal and security requirements have been fulfilled, the manager
should spend half of the day with the new hire to orient him or her to the company and their role. Then,
give the new hire a 30-day plan for learning the organization’s key policies, practices, and operating
systems. Build in scheduled time during the first two weeks for the employee to meet key stakeholders
and proactively build relationships and understand expectations. Put the new hire on the challenging
work you hired them for and assign a coach for each operating system that they are required to learn for
their jobs. Make sure that the coach has a performance goal to bring the employee up to speed. There
are many shortcuts or ways of doing things that can be quickly mastered with a coach. I have seen this
practice quickly pay dividends for new marketing and sales employees who have needed to learn sales
reporting systems, contracting systems and systems for legal review.
The CEO or division President should meet with new hires quarterly to review the organization’s
mission, purpose, and key strategies and invite and be open to questions. The executive could disclose
his or her career path and provide advice.
Improve Technical Skills in Functional Organizations. Improving the technical skills within your
functional organization can greatly increase worker performance. Start your curriculum with whatever
process or function is falling short of meeting its goals, based on your performance measures and
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workforce analytics. Often this is more than a training effort. It is an intervention. I have seen
marketing, finance, clinical research and R&D organizations significantly improve their performance by
standardizing their processes and teaching best practices to new hires. The employees loved it as well
because of the clarity it brought to process steps, roles and responsibilities.
Develop Leaders Who Can Engage Their Teams. The third leg of your learning environment is leadership
training and mentoring for entry-level and mid-level leaders.
The employee engagement literature is rich with the importance, and improved business outcomes, of
leaders who provide clear goals, roles and responsibilities, operating norms and timely recognition and
who take a genuine interest in the development of their employees. Today’s global and multi-cultural
workforce requires versatile managers who can adjust their management and communication style to
align, motivate and develop their teams.
The type of learning environment you create will depend on your business strategies, purpose,
principles and what drives your business success. Aligning your business strategies with your workforce
includes informing each employee what new competencies they need to learn. It is a powerful
motivator when every employee has an individual development plan that identifies their strengths and
development areas for their current and future assignments.
Development plans should include the pinnacle career objective for each employee and the pathways to
get there, including the competencies and skills for next assignments and lateral rotations. It is not
reasonable for organizations to expect managers to provide all of an employee’s necessary development
coaching and mentoring. The timely pairing of coaches and mentors dramatically enhances learning-bydoing and relieves supervisors of the need to provide all of the development. Development plans
should also identify key external or internal training courses and seminars.

Leadership and Succession Planning
Succession planning is the process of selecting future leaders and key technical talent from among the
enterprise’s high-performance employees, including those with the leadership skills to rise all the way to
the top of the organization. Well thought out succession plans identify the high-performance
employee’s next roles, lateral rotations or promotions, including the optimal timing of such moves.
Succession plans accelerate high potential employee careers, provide higher than normal base pay—at
least 10% more— and incentives. Succession planning is most successful when objective criteria are
used to measure current performance and the mastery of leadership competencies at each level of
management.
What makes a high talent employee and a great leader? How do you know a future CEO, division
President or Chief Financial Officer when you see one? This is a topic of hot debate, and the empirical
evidence is not always clear.
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Let’s begin with what I believe is agreement among most professional observers on what defines high
potential talent. High talent employees are consistently top performers in their field. They aspire to
advance higher in their careers. They are smart, with a high IQ but not excessively high. They are selfaware, open to feedback and intellectually curious. They are agile and motivated to change, which
allows them to succeed with new business models, diverse teams and customers. They are agile and
motivated to change. They can inspire and lead others, and have emotional intelligence, the ability to
understand the impact of their words, communication and behaviors on others and to adjust as
necessary.
In today’s global world, they also need to have cultural intelligence, the ability to be self-aware of their
own cultural bias and limitations and an ability to adapt to the cultural styles of the nationalities with
whom they work. The final trait is resiliency, the ability to pick themselves and their teams up after
failure and reenergize for the tough work to achieve future success.
After every new assignment and promotion, the bar is reset for the high talent employee. Are they still a
top performer? Have they mastered the higher competencies expected at their new professional or
leadership level? Do they aspire to advance higher? Do they remain intellectually curious and agile?
Not everyone in an organization is a high potential employee, able to reach the CEO’s office, become
President, or the highest functional VP of the organization. If your organization has more than 10% high
potential employees, you probably have too many. By this I mean, that you are too generous in
determining who is high potential and who is not. While this may be fine in the lower wrongs of the
leadership career ladder, you will need to discern the true high-potentials from the others as their
careers’ progress.
High potential employees often have big egos and high expectations, which can lead to debilitating
conflict in organizations. You should also focus on staffing your organization with engaged, highly
competent, collaborative employees who don’t want the rigors and frequent moves of the fast track.
These employees may make fine directors in their professions, if they have the competencies required
of these roles. Don’t forget to develop and reward them for their performance and loyalty.
As a strategic HR consultant, I am often asked to identify the critical talent for a potential acquisition
during the due diligence process. Losing either the key leaders or top technical talent would significantly
diminish the future value of the company being acquired. I am always asked, “How do we retain them?”
The answer is usually costly. I always find it perplexing, then, that many organizations identify their
future leaders through succession planning but seldom identify and develop their top technical people.
Top Technical Talent. The skill sets for engaging leaders and top technical employees are different.
While leaders need to have technical or functional discipline competence, they specialize in leadership articulating a strategic vision and attracting employees to it. They are excellent at delegation and
providing clear goals, roles, and responsibilities. Versatile leaders are good collaborators. They build
strong relationships with peers, many of whom might not share their background and culture.
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Top technical talent, on the other hand, is the experts, so steeped in the language and research of their
field that others may have to interpret their ideas and recommendations. They are intellectually
curious, can be doggedly determined, and can spend hours on end in the lab or on their computer doing
simulation research and trying out new designs and models. They are often no more than 10% of your
workforce.
What can you do to motivate and engage them? Create an environment that allows them to do the
work they love, focused on the enterprise’s mission and strategies, unencumbered by pressure for
quarterly profits and tiresome bureaucracy. Create a learning environment where they can fail fast,
furiously and often with their experimentation and rapid prototyping. The question to ask them is,
“What did you learn and what is the next experiment to move ahead?” Innovation takes time. There
may be as many as 100 failures before you have the next big product with big profits.
Top technical talent is also motivated by opportunities to attend conferences, publish papers,
participate in technical digital chat rooms, and by challenging new assignments. The financial rewards
provided to high potential leaders, such as cash bonuses and stock awards, work for them as well. Top
technical talent is an important element of your workforce, the golden nugget of the business, and they
need to have their scientific and engineering curiosity satisfied.

The Call to Action
An enterprise may launch talent management as a complete, integrated system, or one-step-at-a-time
with a phased-in implementation. The approach you choose depends on the enterprise’s needs.
Before implementing talent management changes, senior management should assess the readiness of
management and the workforce and be careful not to overwhelm by doing too much at once. The stepby-step approach may work best for new start-up or mid-cap organizations or for organizations retooling their talent management system due to market place changes, new business directions or
acquisitions.
Any new initiative or change, like talent management, needs to be explained to employees, and be
clearly implemented. Talent management systems are effective when they are thoughtfully crafted and
relevant to the enterprise’s culture and the day-to-day work routines of employees and management.
They are best understood and trusted when implemented or changed at the beginning of the annual
performance management cycle, so employees have plenty of time to learn the new systems without
last minute surprises at performance appraisals. Everyone can begin fresh with clear expectations for
setting goals, required competencies, ongoing feedback, recognition, development planning--all the way
through the annual performance appraisal at year’s end.
Like any successful business process, talent management should have clear goals, roles, responsibilities,
in-process monitoring, and end-state metrics. This applies for each of the five components of talent
management and for every critical function, global region or division.
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Coordinate your organization’s talent management. The five components of talent management
need to be coordinated together and across the enterprise to succeed.
For more complex enterprises, talent management can be operationalized by critical functions, job
families, global regions and divisions. For example, if the enterprise is launching a new business with a
game changing product, what skills and competencies are needed to research and develop the product
line? Do these competencies require the company to attract new technical talent, such as bio-medical
engineers or analytical chemists with PhDs? Where do you find, and how do you attract and hire these
workers? What work environment and rewards will motivate them? What training and competencies
will the sales force require to sell the new game changing product? Will this product need varied
marketing strategies for regional markets? Once the functional leadership teams of the enterprise
answer these questions, the competencies and skills can be integrated into the recruiting, development
and talent management strategies of the enterprise, regions and its functions.
In the digital age, it is irresponsible not to determine which workforce digital technologies and artificial
intelligence can accelerate the innovation and financial experience of your company, and improve the
employee experience. As with any investment, it needs to demonstrate a return on investment for the
enterprise. Remember, with technology, it is only a tool. The implementation of new workforce
technologies is about the relationship with your employees.
Business success is not only about having the right business strategy, good financials, and ballyhooed
analytics. Shepherd your workforce with a comprehensive talent management system aligned to your
purpose, principles, culture, and business strategies and watch your business strategies be executed
flawlessly!
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